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A syritem of air-core supen ondurting ohmic-heating
coils has been studii-cl for the Argonne TEPR design.
The OH coil requirements. tin: lias in f««r the * huic«,
And a suitable conductor are described. A 1. 6 m
diameter, 1 i m long solenoid plus ten other c<»ila with
diameters up to 23 tn provide (together with the equi-
librium coils) the needed 1 10 volt-sec flux change
while producing little magnetic field at the plasma
region or at the toroidal field coils.

I Introduction

Tokarnak devircn require an ohmict.eating (OH)
coil, which IN the primary winding of a transformer,
driving the plasma current. The plasma is the
secondary winding. In the Argonne Tokamak Experi-
mental Power Reactor (TEPR) design, a current of
about 4, 5 x 10" amp is required in the plasma. The
current must be developed in one second and main-
tained for thirty seconds or more during the burn cycle.
In the process of developing the current, I R losses
heat the plasma; but because the plasma resistivity de-
creases as it heate up, it will only be heated to about
3 keV when the maximum stable plasma current is
reached.

In the following we discuss the requirements for
the OH roils, and make a comparison of iron-core and
air-core coils and of normal and superconducting coils.
We then describe the air-core, superconducting system
of coils for the Argonne TEPR design. Finally, we
mention possible superconducting cables for the coils.

II Requirements

During the startup time of approximately one second,
the changing magnetic flux from the OH coils must
induce a current in the plasma and also drive that
current against the plasma resistance. Initially when
the electron temperature is low (* 0. 5 keV), the plasma
loop is more of a resistive than an inductive load.
However the plasma resistance decreases as the
electron temperature increases, and the plasma loop
becomes almost purely inductive. Over the entire
startup-time period, the flux change required Aipe is
given by
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where I L is the required inductive volt-sec and
T P P

s i R dt is the required reBistive volt-sec for
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starting up the plasma current. During the burn cycle,
if no bDctstrap current exists, an additional flux, Ad», ,

b

is needed to maintain the plasma current. That i s .

A © .

The values of

r i R dt.
P P u>

i R dt and
P P

depend tipnn the

plasrna resistivity (impurity level .md anomalous effects),
the mode of startup, the operating temperature <md the
duration of the burn phase. Based upon burn-tyde
dynamics studies, it appears that the resistive com-
ponent is smaller than the inductive. Thus, the
assumption of a required flux change of 2 L I is a
conservative one. L. is given to good approximation
by

SR
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where R and a are respectively the major and m>nor
radii of tbe plasma. Lp was computed to be 12. llh
for a circular plasma with plasma radius a - I. I
and major radius Ro - 6. 25 m. For a plasma
current I of 4. 5 x 10 amperes, I_Lp = 55 volt-sec;

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Energy Research and Development Administration.

and the design is for 110 volt-sec to account for
resistive and other losses.

The OH system is a large fast-pulsed magnet, and
it is highly desirable to reduce the volt-sec require-
ments and thus the stored energy. The equilibrium-
field coil is designed to produce 37 volt-sec and as a
result, the required flux change for the OH coils is
reduced to 73 volt-eec.

Ill Choice of an Ohmic-Heating System

The ohmic-heating system could be either an iron-
core or an air—core transformer. The iron—core
approach has some definite advantages: calculations
show that the additional cost of the iron is more than
offset by savings in stored energy. The OH coil
disposition is also simpler with the iron core, and the
magnetic shielding by the iron is useful. On the other
hand, we are not yet convinced that driving the plasma
is as controllable and programable with the iron core
as with the air core. Also the forces between all the
coils and the iron require careful study. So while we
are still investigating the iron-core scheme, our basic
design is an air-core transformer.

In addition to having the air-core or iron-core
alternatives, the ohmic-heating system could have
coils that are normal conductors or superconducting.
Conventional coils would dissipate a great deal of
power; thus if they were to be used, they should carry
current as short a time as possible. Fig. la shows a
charging scheme which would accomplish this. Even
using this scheme, however, the copper OH coil which
we considered used a time-averaged power of 4. 3 MW.

If the OH coils are superconducting, the I R loss is
negligible; however, the useful maximum field for



NbTi superconductor i» limited to around 80 kG. A
batter charging scheme for a superconducting OH coil
is shown in Fig. lb. This charging scheme requires
only half a* many ampere-turns and permit* the maxi-
mum central field to be reduced by 50% relative to the
charging scheme shown in Fig. la, for the same vole-
sec requirements. If the required flux change is
2 Lplpi then the maximum central field and core area
must satisfy

2_OHC 1 , , , . ,r B = — ( 2 1 1 ) .v max 2 P P
~~ WITH SOOTJTK**
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a. Charging Scheme for Copper Coil

b. Charging Scheme for Superconducting Coil
Fig. 1. Charging Schemes for Normal and

Superconducting OH Coils
To summarize the comparison between the normal-

coil primary and the superconducting primary, the
Superconducting system requires half the ampere-
turns, has a much smaller power loss, and needs a
simpler power supply. For the same size core, the
normal coils require twice the field in the core. The
superconducting OH coil has been chosen for the design;
however, if for some unforeseen reason suitable
superconducting coils could not be made, normal coilt
would also work.

IV The OH Coils of the Argonne Design

The OH coils are located outside the TF (Toroidal
Field) coil system. Ideally there should be a system
of OH coils completely enclosing the plasma and TF
coils, so that there would be a large magnetic flux
linking the plasma but no magnetic field v ithin the
enclosure itself due to the OH coils. This lack of field
would both improve the plasma stability and prevent
energy losses in the toroidal field coils due to pulsed
fields. A possible configuration is depicted in Fig. 2.

Such a system, however, conflicts with the need for
easy access to the plasma region for beam injectors,
plumbing, vacuum pumps, primary coolant, remote
maintenance equipment, etc. Consequently, the OH-
coil configuration was designed as shown in Fig. 3.
It consists of a 13 m long solenoid plus ten other coils,
producing fields of only about ten gauss in the plasma
region while supplying the needed 73 volt-sec. The
detailed winding dimensions and magnet characteristic*
are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 2. Ideal OH Coil Configuration

Fig. 3. Field Resulting From OH Coils Alone

In the table, Rj, Rj, Z ) r and Z-, represent the inner
and outer radii and lower and upper axial coordinates,
respectively. The radius rv of the flux-linkage core
is 1. 9 meters, to the required central field is 32 kG.
The total conductor length is 627. 8 x 10^ ampere-
meters, and the total ampere-turns is 45. 5 x 10 . All
field calculations were computed with full coi! cross
section and without filamentary approximations. The
magnitude and direction of the OH-coil field are
indicated in Fig. 3.



Table 1. Ohmic -Heating Coil System

Coil
No.

1
(cm)

2
(cm)

I
(cm)

2
(cm)

Central
Field

(Gauss)

Conductor
Peak Field

(kG)

Coil-Pair
NI

(amp-turns)

Coil-Pair
Conductor Length

(amp-m)

1

2

3

4

5

6

180

190

210

230

370

1)52.5

200

230

250

<!70

400

1167.5

0

±650

±680

±710

±740

± 402. 45

±650

±660

±710

±740

±770

±417.45

30877

251

260

267

352

261

32

28

27.5

25

15

4

33. 28 x 106

3. 08 x 106

3. 08 x JO6

3.08x 106

2. 30 x 106

0. 58 x 106

397.

40.

44.

48.

55.

42.

Ox !06

5x lo6

4x I0*1

2 * JO6

7x 106

0 x 106

A fairly conservative current density of 1280 A/cm
was chosen in the design calculations. If the opera-
tional current were chosen to be 40 000 amperes, the
eelf-inductance would be 1. 1 H, and the energy stored
in the OH coil self-field 883 MJ. For a plasma start-
up time of 1 second, the power supply voltage would be
140 kV.

The energy stoi-ed in the entire coupling field system
of OH coils and plasma is given by

1 2 1 2
2 OH OH 2 p pW MOH.pWp

where MQJ, is rhe mutual inductance between OH
coils and plasma. L. is the self-inductance of the
plasma and is computed to be 12. 273 |iH. I*QH is the
self-inductance of the OH coils and is 1.1 H. MQH- P
is calculated to be 958 uH. For IOH = 40 000 A
and I = 4. 5 x 10° A, equation (5) yields a value of
Wm = 883 + 124 - 172 = 835 MJ. The total energy
which the power supply must provide to drive the
plasma is W~m plus the energy dissipated in the resist-
ance losses. A representative fusion cycle for the
superconducting OH coil is shown in Fig. 4.

V Superconducting Cable for the OH Coils

Under pulsed conditions type II superconductors,
such as that used in the OH coil design, exhibit energy
losses. These losses must be controlled, both to
minimize energy expenditure and to prevent the coils
quenching. Hysteresis losses are reduced by using
the superconductor in the form of fine filaments; eddy
current losses across the matrix material are mini-
mized by twisting the filaments with a short twist
length; self-field losses are minimized by fully trans-
posing the filaments.

A composite with a large number of filaments has
been designed for the OH coils operating at a current
of 40 000 A, a charging time of one second, and a field
excursion from - 32 to + 32 kG. Such a composite has
a large diameter; consequently, a three-component
composite with high-resistive barriers of cupro-nickel
between filaments is preferred. On the other hand,
the OH-coil system and equilibrium-coil system have
a large stored energy, so that full stabilization is
necessary. This means that the composite diameter
must be minimized in order to ensure a large surface-
to-volume ratio for cooling. A specific superconduct-
ing composite, suitable for OH coil cables was

OH COIL POWER SUPPLY

l l - l 103* HOWIES

Fig. 4. A Representative Power Transfer
Cycle for OH Coii

developed with the following properties:

NbTi critical current 2.14 x 105 A/cm2 at
density

Composite operational
current

54.

Composite critical current 109.
Composite diameter
Composite NbTi packisg

factor \
Composite composition

NbTi:cu: cupro-nickel
Filament diameter
Twist pitch
Number of filamsnts in

composite

4. 2°K, 32 kG
9 A

8 A
0. 50 mm
0. 26

0. 26:0. 54:0. 20

5
6

2613

um
mm



Composite operational 2. 796 x 10 A/cm^
current density ,

Composite critical current 5. 592 x 10 A/cm
density ,

Composite matrix effective 10 O-cm
resistivity

The composite can be fabricated easily with existing
technology.

Two possible kinds of 40 000 ampere cab?e using
this composite are shown in Fig, 5, a calendered group
cable with 720 strands and a group-of-chree transposed
cable with 729 strands. Both cables easily meet the
condition of cryostatic stability.

The ac losses per cycle for the 11. 447 x 10 m of
composite are:

Hysteresis loss
Matrix loss
Self-field loss

Total

32 100 J
8 800 J

500 J

41 400 J

For a representative complete fusion cycle time of
35 sec, the average power dissipation at 4. 2 K is
1200 W. The required average refrigeration at 300°K
is about 350 kW.

ON. ( _

a. Calendered-Crouped Cable

b. Group-of-Three Transposition Cable

Fig. 5. 40 000 Ampere AC Cable for OH C


